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Case Study Handout 
 

EMBED 
Explore Moments to Bring Explicit LLN Development into VET 

 

Contents 

1. Student profile 

2. Session plan 

3. PowerPoints used to deliver the session. 

 

Introduction 

About this case study 

The case study featured in this handout is based on a real-life scenario.  The student 

profile is not real, but is typical of the student cohort that registers for this program. 

The session plan and PowerPoints are real.  With permission, we have adapted them for 

the purposes of this case study.  In advance, thank you for respecting copyright. 

 

Purpose of this activity 

Identify how you could adapt or enhance session delivery and activities to more 

effectively monitor, support and develop LLN skills.  To do this, follow the steps below. 

 

What to do 

1. Read the student profile. 

2. Recognise which ACSF core skills students need to participate in the session as 

described in the plan (refer to the session plan, plus relevant PowerPoint slides). 

3. Discuss and list ways the trainer could adapt or enhance the session delivery to more 

effectively monitor, support and develop these core skills.  Consider what you could 

do (or what you could have the students do) throughout and/or after the session. 

4. Be prepared to: 

● Present your ideas to the group for discussion 

● Leave with us, a written list of your ideas (we’ll explain options for how to do this).  
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Student Profile 

About the program the students are enrolled in 

Qualification BSB41007 Certificate IV in Human Resources 

Delivery mode: 

Blended 

● Weekly face-to-face workshops 

● Additional activities completed using technology-assisted tools. 

This session 

covers 

BSBWHS401 

Implement and monitor WHS policies, procedures and programs 

 

Student profile 

Students have mixed backgrounds.  Some come to the course with no prior experience in 

the industry and want a career change.  Others may be working in a related role—e.g. 

payroll—and want further skills.  The usual student cohort includes students who: 

● can read, but find the legislative and policy documents a challenge 

● can write, but find the text complexity, and detail required a challenge 

● can speak, but are challenged to communicate to supervisors or a team 

● are returning to education and learning, as an adult, after a long break. 

 

Core skill profiles 

Core Skills needed for BSBWHS401 Implement and monitor WHS policies, procedures and programs 

Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF) 

Learning Reading Writing Oral Communication Numeracy 

Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 4 Level 3 

 

Core skills held by students (15) 

Australian Core Skills Framework (ACSF) 

Learning Reading Writing Oral Communication Numeracy 

7 at Level 4 

8 at Level 3 

7 at Level 4 

8 at Level 3 

7 at Level 4 

5 at Level 3 

3 at Level 2 

9 at Level 4 

4 at Level 3 

2 at Level 2 

12 at Level 3 

3 at Level 2 

Core Skills for Work (CSfW) 

Novice 
Advanced 

Beginner 

Capable 

Performer 

Proficient 

Performer 
Expert Performer 

2 3 3 7 0 
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Session plan 

Week 7 Facilitator Notes 

 

Date:  ___________________________                                                  Duration:    2 hours (7-9pm) 

Elements / Performance Criteria / Learning Objectives 

Element 4:  Implement and monitor organizational procedures and legal requirements for identifying 

hazards and assessing and controlling risks 

Performance Criteria: 

4.1 Identify and report on hazards in work area according to WHS policies and procedures, and WHS 

legislative and regulatory requirements 

4.2 Promptly action team member hazard reports according to organisational procedures and WHS 

legislative and regulatory requirements 

4.3 Implement procedures to control risks using the hierarchy of control, according to organisational and 

WHS legislative requirements 

4.4 Identify and report inadequacies in existing risk controls according to hierarchy of control and WHS 

legislative. 

Resources Required for Session 

● Light Pro, Computer  

● Sign in attendance sheet 

● Handouts  

● PowerPoint Slides (attached) 

● Butcher paper (with envelope attached to one) 

● Post-it notes 

● Speakers 

● PC and internet access for each student 
 

Timing MAIN POINTS / Facilitator Notes 
Activity/ 

Resources 

Introduction 

7.00pm  
Welcome 

Sign in 

Distribute slide show handouts 

Acknowledge new students 

Slide 1 

PPT 

Sign in 

sheet 

PPT  

handouts 

 

7.05pm Today’s Learning Outcomes Slide 2 

PPT 

7.10pm 
Review from Last week 

Question 1:  Identify possible WHS training needs in your work context, list in 

order of priority.  Record these on Forum post. 

Question 2:  What are likely consequences of poor or inadequate training?  

Suggested responses follow on the same slide. 

(butcher 

paper, with 

envelope 

and small 

post it 

notes 
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Body 

7.20pm Identify a Hazard in work area 
 

 
Explain what a Hazard is  Slide 3 

PPT 

 
Explain where Hazards can be found Slide 4 

PPT 

 
Discuss the potential impact of Hazards – the risk. Refer to examples Slide 5 

PPT 

 
Activity:  Watch the Stationary is Bad video 

Discuss  

● What are the identified Hazards? 

● What are the risks? 

● Why identify Hazards? 

 

Discuss 

What types of hazards exist in your workplace?  . 

Discuss responses as a class (write responses on whiteboard). 

Access 

video from 

You Tube  

 

 

 

Slide 6 

PPT 

7.40pm Reporting Hazards  - legislation   

 
Explain legislation relevant to reporting Hazards 

Slide 7 

PPT 

 
How will you know if Hazards exist? 

● Discuss Hazard notification approaches that exist within your workplace. 

● Discuss responses as a class (write responses on whiteboard). 

Slide 8 

PPT 

 
Implement procedures to control risks 

 

 
● Explain concept of ‘risk control’ 

Slide 9 

PPT 

 ● Explain strategy to decide which Hazard to deal with first?  

 

Slide 10 

PPT 

8.00pm Risk Ratings and Hierarchy of Control  

 Introduce and explain the Risk Rating Matrix Slide 11 

PPT 

 Watch the video resource Slide 12 

PPT 

 Introduce and explain Hierarchy of Control Slide 13 

PPT 

 Watch one of the two video explanations Slide 14 

PPT 

 Refer to illustration. Think about how this flow chart guides the response to 

Hazards approach 
Slide 15 

PPT 
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8.20pm Identify and report inadequacies in risk control  

 Monitor outcomes of reports  

 Explain Risk control procedure 1 Slide 16 

PPT 

 Explain risk control procedure 2 – SAFER model 

Discuss effective methods for reviewing the Hazard Control response (write 

responses on whiteboard) 

Slide 17 

PPT 

Conclusion 

8.40pm Go through follow-up tasks  

8.55 

 

REVIEW MAIN POINTS COVERED and discuss where we are heading next week. 

Answer any questions. 

 

9.00 Close the session.  
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PowerPoints used to deliver the session 

Slide 1 

 

Slide 2 

Learning Objectives for Element 4

Implement and monitor organisational procedures & 
legal requirements for identifying hazards & 

assessing & controlling risks

Identify & report on hazards in work area

Action hazard reports 

Implement procedures to control risks

Identify and report inadequacies in risk controls

Monitor outcomes of reports

2

 

Slide 3 

Identify Hazards 

Hazard:

A source or situation 
with the potential for 
harm resulting in 
injury, illness or 
damage to property.

3

 

Slide 4 

Identify Hazards

4

Hazards can be found:

• where there is machinery

• wherever people walk

• where people use hand 
tools

• where they handle 
hazardous materials and 
substances

 

Slide 5 

Identify Hazards
What could happen - the risk?

• Hazard: Manual handling e.g. lifting, carrying, pushing

• Risk: Sprains, strains, over-use injuries

• Hazard: Plant and equipment e.g. powered machinery 

• Risk: Crush injuries, amputations or fractures

• Hazard: Electricity e.g. worn or broken cords

• Risk: Electric shock or electrocution

• Hazard: Chemicals e.g. acids, flammable liquids

• Risk: Burns, skin irritations, breathing problems, poisoning

• Hazard: Noise e.g. machinery, general workplace noise

• Risk: Short and long-term hearing damage 
5

 

Slide 6 

Identify Hazards
Activities

1. Watch this video & identify the hazards: 
Stationary is Bad

2. What are the different types of hazards within 
your workplace?

6

View these websites for some useful resources:

1. Qld government workplace health and safety 
information

2. Safework Australia Hazard Surveillance

 

Stationary is bad:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jm2XC7YmygE&list=PL37989150F36070D0 

QLD Govt WHS info:  http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/pdfs/safetysense/ssgen1.htm 

Safework Australia Hazard Surveillance: 

http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/research/hazard-surveillance/pages/hazard-surveillance 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jm2XC7YmygE&list=PL37989150F36070D0
http://www.deir.qld.gov.au/workplace/pdfs/safetysense/ssgen1.htm
http://www.safeworkaustralia.gov.au/sites/swa/research/hazard-surveillance/pages/hazard-surveillance
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Slide 7 

Reporting Hazards

All hazards, 
including near 

misses, must be 
reported to relevant 

personnel and 
recorded 

appropriately.

Check your 
organisations WHS 

procedures and 
reporting 

requirements.

There are different 
ways to report 

hazards. 

7

 

Slide 8 

Reporting Hazards
Gathering information

• Examine accidents and 
injury records

• Observe work tasks

• Ask your co-workers

• Seek information from 
suppliers (ie Safety Data 
Sheets)

• Organise regular safety 
audits or safety inspections

8

 

Slide 9 

Reporting Hazards 
to control risks

There are hazards in all workplaces

It is important to assess which are the most dangerous, 

and prioritise which hazard should be fixed first. 

That is, the hazards that need to be controlled.

9

 

Slide 10 

Reporting Hazards 
to control risks

10

To decide 
which 

hazards 
are the 

most 
dangerous 

and need 
to be 

controlled, 
compare:

• The probability of an injury

• How often is the hazard found in 
the workplace or how likely is it 
that someone will be injured if 
exposed to the hazard?

• The consequences of an injury 

• If a person is injured when 
working with the hazard, how 
serious is the injury likely to be?

 

Slide 11 

Hazard Risk Rating Matrix

11

 

Slide 12 

Hazard Risk Rating Matrix

Watch this brief 5 minute video which 
describes job hazard analysis and how to use 
the risk control matrix:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz6DtCMVEVw

12

 

You Tube video for Hazard Risk Rating Matrix: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz6DtCMVEVw 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz6DtCMVEVw
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Slide 13 

Hierarchy of control measures

13

1

2

3

4

5

Eliminate 

(get rid of)

Substitute 

(change)

Engineering controls 

(put up a barrier)

Administrative controls 

(instructions and signs)

Personal 

protective 

equipment (PPE) 

(e.g. gloves

ear plugs)

eliminate or control

the hazards or risks

rely on the person working

with the hazards/risks

‘doing the right thing’

 

Slide 14 

Hierarchy of control measures

Watch these 2 brief videos which 
describe the hierarchy of controls:

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1r1sx_Khxg

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N53rR2yoP5A

14

 

You Tube videos for slide 14 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1r1sx_Khxg 

• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N53rR2yoP5A 

 

Slide 15 

Hazard control process
‘The Hierarchy of Control’

15

Hazard
Risk

2. Substitute the 

hazard or risk

3. Engineer out 

the problem

4. Introduce 

administrative 

controls

'

1. Eliminate the 

hazard or risk

5. Provide personal 

protective equipment

 

Slide 16 

Reporting Hazards
Risk Control Procedure 1

A risk 
control 
plan 
should be 
established 
which 
involves:

Consulting all relevant personnel

Communicating and allocating responsibility

Preparing a work plan

Identifying the hazards

Conducting a risk assessment

Controlling the risk

Monitoring and review

16

 

Slide 17 

Reporting Hazards
Risk Control Procedure 2

SAFER model

17

S See it!  Identify the hazard

A Assess it! Conduct risk assessment using the matrix

F Fix it!  Control measures

E Evaluate it!

R Review it!

 

End of slide show 

End of case study handout 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z1r1sx_Khxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N53rR2yoP5A
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Strategies to Support Upskill or Monitor 

 

Contents 

1 Introduction 

2 Broad strategies to support students 

3 Getting started with using on-line tools or etechnology 

4 Instruction suggestions for Sessions Workshop participant suggestions and 

Presenters’ suggestions 

● Part 1: Identifying hazards in the work area 

● Part 2: Reporting hazards - legislation 

● Part 3: Risk ratings and hierarchy of control 

● Part 4: Identifying and reporting inadequacies in risk control 

 

Introduction 

About the workshop 

The workshop participants were divided into 4 groups. The four groups represented the 

four main teaching ‘chunks’ prepared by the teacher, as shown on pages 3 to 5, and 

supported by the power point presentation slides shown on pages 6 to 8.  

Each group was asked to review one of the 20 minute teaching sections for opportunities 

to make the intention to building foundation skills explicit.  

Targeted strategies to Support, Upskill or Monitor foundation skill development were 

discussed and recorded for inclusion in the following pages. Participant/group 

suggestions were captured in writing or via a padlet: 

padlet.com/annleske/gh77p8joa92b   

For each 20 minute teaching section, the ideas and strategies from workshop 

participants and the workshop presenters are provided from page 10. The workshop 

participant ideas are included with the presenters’ suggestions. 

It should be noted that time did not allow for detailed discussion or for the presenters to 

present their suggestions, other than during informal discussion during the case study 

activity. 

 

  

http://padlet.com/annleske/gh77p8joa92b
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Broad strategies to support students 

Ask what is understood or known first. Check for prior knowledge.  

Plan tasks that enable the students to expose or reveal their current skills and 

understanding within each session or as soon as possible. 

Promote group work or paired opportunities for discussion to build knowledge and 

concept awareness. 

Reveal the benchmark required (in this case mostly ACSF level 4) ie Demonstrate, Model 

Be prepared with examples, templates, models, samples, and opportunities to practice. 

Including post session activity.  

Monitor and observe what you see, hear or read in the student responses – apply this to 

face to face or on-line approaches 

● Who is participating and who is not? 

● What do the students reveal about their Foundation Skills capacity? 

Seek student feedback – how was this for you? How are you going? What can I do 

differently to assist you? 

Promote between session activity/engagement to practice skills, where possible. 

Check student access to hardware and their internet download capacity eg webinars are 

download intense 

Getting started with web-based tools 

If using on-line tools or etechnology is new to you, here are some suggestions. 

Blended delivery approaches (provided online) can be achieved using a variety of tools.  

It is not necessary to have a systemic Learning Management System in place eg Moodle  

There are many web-based tools available. Taking small steps is worthwhile. 

For a comprehensive list of recommended eteaching tools, this Jane Hart compilation is 

worth a look. Each has a summary (if you click the name of the tool) so that you can find 

out more from a short description, and a link to the site to get started if interested: 

http://c4lpt.co.uk/top100tools/  

Another resource prepared for trainers is this popplet: Technology Tools for VET teachers 

which presents in a mind map format different tools and how they can be used 

http://popplet.com/app/#/2459017 .The tools are chunked in three groups: 

1. Brainstorm and collaboration with and between students 

2. Feedback tools, quizzes, surveys and student responses 

3. Presentation tools for teachers and students 

Most have a You Tube link to show how the resource/tool can be used. 

http://c4lpt.co.uk/top100tools/
http://popplet.com/app/#/2459017 .The
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Key: 

1. HO refers to Hand out 

2. P/O refers to providing the resource or activity in an online format – to promote continued engagement, provide opportunities to practice 

foundation skills and develop context/content knowledge 

Instruction suggestions for Session Part 1: 7.20  Identifying hazards in the work area 

Aspect: What is a Hazard? 

Support Upskill Monitor 

Discuss ‘what is a hazard?’ in small 

groups 

 Observe participation – monitor for 

current skills and knowledge, support 

and skills required 

Show a slide with a definition 

 

Show an example (different context) with text 

features for writing a definition at ACSF 4 (P/O) 

HO (Writing/Reading) 

 

Observe participation writing capacity 

In pairs or small groups write a definition. 

Share ideas with class 

Use post it notes, place on board 

 

 

Discuss suggestions/challenges 

During discussion, Identify/introduce/record 

relevant (related and new) vocabulary 

(P/O) 

Discuss definition similarities and differences  

Observe participation 

Add your definition to (P/O): eg LMS, 

Padlet 

Check use of context specific vocab and 

appropriate grammar 

Build class definition on w/b 

Provide list of ways to find word 

alternatives HO ready and (P/O) 

Using combined knowledge 'Tell me what to 

write, is this saying what you intended? Is there 

another word for …,  

Edit/refine definition,  

Observe vocabulary, structure, grammar 

Ask for student feedback 
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Instruction suggestions for Session Part 1: 7.20  Identifying hazards in the work area (continued) 

Aspect: Where are hazards found? 

Teacher shares an example.   

 

Model contextualised vocabulary 

(P/O) (Oral Communication)  

 

Students share some examples of 

hazards that pose risks in their 

workplaces 

Handout with strategic questions to 

promote discussion 

Encourage students to provide spoken example 

(P/O) 

 

Listen for Vocabulary use 

Examples of shades of meaning 

Use of grammar and structure 

 (Writing/Reading)  

Develop a table (text features) on w/b:  

Show detail required 

Record on w/b or (P/O) and  add three 

examples from your workplace  

Observe vocabulary, structure, grammar 

Ask for student feedback 

Aspect: Introduce recommended sites for useful resources 

Show the URLs 

Show key search words to find through 

search engine. HO (P/O) 

(Reading) Sites are complicated  

Scaffold - how to navigate these text types 

Activity that requires using the websites to 

identifying, synthesising, compare, integrate 

prior knowledge (P/O) 

Observe responses to activity 

Ask for student feedback 

Provide example of structure and 

approach to writing to justify or explain 

your view. 

Eg Compare definitions of Hazard with class 

version - would you change anything? Why? 

Justify your reason 

Check written responses for level of 

complexity and demonstration of 

capacity to extract, infer, extrapolate 
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Instruction suggestions for Session Part 1: 7.20  Identifying hazards in the work area (continued) 

Aspect: Stationary is Bad video 

Discuss as a group initial observations 

Encourage note taking during discussion 

if f2f 

(Reading/Writing) Watch the video (P/O) 

What Hazards and what risks were identified? 

 

Remind table structure/features and 

complexity required (P/O) 

  

Post session activity 

Provide example response for different 

context 

Provide referencing style and technique 

(P/O) 

(Reading/Writing) 

1 Prepare responses (P/O) for  

What are the identified Hazards? 

What are the risks? 

Use a Hazards and Risks table  

2 Reflecting on: 

Stationary is Bad video 

your workplace 

recommended sites 

Write 3 reasons why identifying hazards is 

important 

Explain or Justify your reasons 

Reference sources 

Check written responses for level of 

complexity and demonstration of 

capacity to extract, infer, extrapolate Set 

minimum requirements eg A4 page, or 

presentation format 

and time required by 

Monitor complexity, structure, 

extrapolation, vocabulary, grammar, 

referencing 

 

Ask for student feedback 
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Instruction strategies for session Part 2: 7.40 Reporting Hazards legislation 

How to create a glossary and dictionary. 

Glossary for relevant terminology which 

may also include templates for recording 

and how to use it 

Terminology and word matching (possibly use 

images) 

Ask for student feedback 

Ask: Are you aware of legislation re 

reporting Hazards? Share Experiences 

Explain legislation relevant to reporting 

hazards 

  

What does the legislation say or require? 

Provide (P/O) copies of legal documents 

Scaffold document features (how to 

navigate this text type) (P/O) Use 

Scan for key words, or specific information 

highlight or underline (Reading)  

Activity that requires identifying, synthesising, 

compare, integrate prior knowledge (P/O) 

Observe responses 

Brainstorm communication strategies 

used to raise awareness of Hazards within 

workplaces 

Build list, ask how to spell contributions (writing) 

 

Identify Hazard reporting policy at your 

workplace, add to portfolio 

 

What is your role or responsibility re 

identifying or reporting Hazards? 

Introduce terms: 

 risk control 

 probability 

 consequence 

Discussion to identify communication processes 

at workplaces 
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Instruction strategies for session Part 2: 7.40 Reporting Hazards legislation (continued) 

Set up simulated hazards in the room Identify why they are hazards (Writing) Observe responses 

Present simulated hazards from different 

workplace contexts 

(Reading) 

Quiz activity (P/O)- - Which should be responded 

to first?  

 

Explain your reasons, justify answers 

Model - how to justify perspective (P/O) 

In your workplace -Which involve you? 

Are the processes adequate? 

How could they be enhanced?  

Check responses (P/O) for level of 

complexity and demonstration of 

capacity to problem solve, extract, infer, 

extrapolate and use of these words in 

response 
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Instruction strategies for session Part 3: 8.00 Risk Ratings and Hierarchy of Control 

Introduce the risk rating matrix 

Explain vocabulary using a familiar 

scenario eg bushfire and a scale from 

catastrophic to insignificant 

 

Provide (P/O) simple examples, align to 

numerical rating 

(navigate text type) 

Check understanding of rare to Certain 

After watching video recording 

Ask targeted questions HO and (P/O) 

 

What are the advantages of using the Risk 

Matrix? 

What are the considerations about using the 

Risk Matrix? 

 

Observe responses (P/O) 

ALSO 

List 3 hazards they are aware of, that are 

common in their workplace. Indicate the 

risk rating on the Rating form (P/O) 

 Activity; Provide Risk Rating number – what 

could the Hazard be?  

Ask for student feedback 

Target questions prior to watching to help 

focus on video. Predict what might be 

seen. Remind/show key words 

Show the videos describing the Hierarchy 

of control 

Discuss to clarify  

Short Quiz activity (Reading) 

Video (P/O) encourage revisit 

In small groups 

Using known workplace Hazards -  

 

Write (P/O) two example  responses or actions 

for control measures (1 - 5) (Writing/Reading) 

 

Observe responses 

Cut chart into segments, provide for each 

group/pair 

Provide Terms and meanings in different 

colours 

Match terms with meanings (Reading)  
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Instruction strategies for session Part 4: 8.20 Identify and report inadequacies in risk control 

Introduce the two Risk Control Procedures 

HO (P/O) 

 

Introduce vocabulary 

Read the models 

Observe responses 

 

Provide simulated Hazards Using the scenario and the model, identify 

range and type of information to be given eg 

location, hazard description, actions (Reading / 

Writing) 

 

 

 

Check use of vocabulary 

Ask for student feedback 
Split group into two 

Provide different simulated Hazards to 

each group. 

Share and explain outcomes.  

One group responds using Procedure 1, the 

other group responds using Procedure 2 

(Reading/Writing/Oral communication) 

Share and explain outcomes. Each person 

contributes 

 

Provide evaluation criteria HO (P/O) 

 

(Reading/Writing or Oral Communication) 

Students evaluate validity or effectiveness of 

responses, explain comments 

Teacher observes responses and 

moderates or provides feedback (P/O) 

 


